[Affective disorders: Evolution of nosographic models].
In the history of the nosographies in psychiatry, the affective disorders were gradually distinguished from the other categories of mental disorders, until being considered as separate illness entities, such as what Kraepelin named manic-depressive insanity at the end of the 19th century. The latter will be subsequently divided in two main categories, the bipolar disorder on the one hand and recurrent depression on the other hand, this separation being still current, and extensively diffused by the mean of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). The DSM, whose revisions largely determine the evolution of the contemporary nosographic models, mainly relies on a categorical approach of the mental disorders. The next revision will probably continue to follow this kind of approach, even if the use of dimensional components could also be developed. In the future, true nosographic advances can be waited from clinical epidemiology studies, as those which recently made it possible to highlight various sub-types of affective disorders on the basis of clinical, biographical or temperamental characteristics. Etiological approaches, centered on the pathophysiology of the affective disorders, could also contribute to build nosographic models on the basis of an objective knowledge on these diseases.